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Dear Parents and Guardians, 
 
In English 10 Honors, one of our units is on patterns in literature.  During this unit, students 
read several texts that follow the pattern of boarding school stories, then analyze their 
similarities and differences. The unit generally includes A Separate Peace by John Knowles, a 
student choice of films (Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix or Dead Poet’s Society) and Looking 
for Alaska by John Green. 
 
I’m writing to let you know that Looking for Alaska contains material that some parents and 
students may find objectionable, including: several references to cigarettes and alcohol, one 
scene that portrays an awkward, sexualized encounter between two teenagers, and a drunk 
driving accident with serious consequences. 
 
I offer students and parents two options for addressing these concerns. I’d like to explain both 
options so that you can make a fully informed decision with your student. 
 
Option 1: Direct instruction with Looking For  Alaska  

• The author of Looking for Alaska, John Green, created a very short video describing the 
role of the most controversial scene in his book. We watch this video together in class 
and discuss it. You can access it on my blog under the “Alaska” Tab if you’d like to 
preview it (www.MrsBEnglish10h.wordpress.com).  

• Students read two chapters in How to Read Literature Like a Professor that describe the 
symbolic roles of sexualized encounters in literature. We discuss these two chapters in 
tandem with reading Looking for Alaska, so that they have tools to help them interpret 
the reading in an analytical way. Your student has a copy of this book, so if you’d like to 
preview these chapters, you may. 

 
Option 2: Direct instruction with Alternate text 

• Students still read chapters from How to Read Literature Like a Professor and can still 
participate in almost all the same analytical class activities, simply using the alternate text 
to compare/contrast with elements of boarding school stories.   

• In lieu of reading Looking for Alaska, students can read The Disreputable History of Frankie 
Landau Banks. Both books are contemporary, young adult novels that fit into the 
pattern of boarding school stories. Further, both novels have been recognized by the 
Michael L. Printz Award for Excellence in Young Adult Literature (Alaska won in 2006, 
Disreputable History was an honor book in 2009). As a result, Disreputable History is the 
best available direct substitute for students to read. 
 

To be frank, I believe that the direct instruction equips students to productively analyze Looking 
for Alaska from a literary point of view rather than a personal one.  This is a skill that will serve 
them well throughout their entire academic careers. 
 
At the same time, I know that there are books that I would not want my own children to read 
before I felt they were ready, so I want to make sure all parents can make this choice on an 
individual basis. You know your student best, and I trust your judgment. 
 
Regardless of your decision, please fill out the attached permission form with your 
student and return it to me before _________________. 
 
Thank you, 
Ali Borger-Germann 
English Instructor, City High School 
 

  

 

 


